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The class of random processes with spectral multiplicity equal to one is 
shown to be dense in various broader classes of processes with finite energy 
under the norm of L,(Q x T; dp x dt). In some special cases constructive 
procedures for establishing the denseness are outlined. The application of 
this result to communication systems is then demonstrated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The role of the value of the multiplicity M of a random process in the struc- 
tural and statistical properties of a random process has been demonstrated by 
a number of authors [l-7] after the original derivation of the canonical repre- 
sentation by Cramer [8,9] and Hida [lo]. 1 n earlier studies some of the authors 
[4,6] have extended the representation to processes with generalized parameter 
sets, and more recently [ 1 l-l 31 the connection and applicability of these results 
to engineering problems has been recognized. A comprehensive collection of 
the major results on multiplicity theory can be found in [14]. 
In this paper the class of processes under consideration consists of real-valued, 
scalar random processes with the real line or a closed finite interval [0, T] as 
parameter set. Let x(t), or just X, be such a process. It is required that 
E[x(~)]~ < CD, for all t. Let H(x, t) designate the closed, linear manifold spanned 
by X(S), s < t. It is further required that H(x, t) be a separable Hilbert space in 
order for the multiplicity representation to hold; furthermore, we assume that 
x(t) is purely nondeterministic; a sufficient condition for this is the existence of 
the left and right mean-square limits x(t -& 0) for every t and the requirement 
that (-b, H(x, t) = {I}. Thus let C denote the class of finite power processes with 
separable linear spans. These processes are defined on an underlying probability 
space (Sz, 9, p). If x E C then it can be thought of as a curve in L&J; d’). 
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Consider also the class E of processes with finite .energy (i.e., finite trace, 
ST E[x(~)]~ dt < co). Clearly E and C overlap but also have disjoint portions. 
If x E E, then it can be thought of as a member ofL,(Q x T; dp Y dt). Without 
loss of generality and in order to avoid technical complications it may be 
assumed that E[x(t)] := 0 and that T, the parameter set, is just a finite interval 
[0, T]. The results extend to the case of infinite T, but some of the proofs 
require modification. 
The first aim of this paper is to establish that the class C is dense in E under 
the appropriate L, norm defined by 
~1 .y 1’ = /jr -Q(t)]” dt/l!* = Is, R(t, t) dt/“’ 
where R(t, S) = E[x(t) X(S)] is the autocorrelation function of the process. 
Finally the processes involved may be considered to be purely nondeter- 
ministic. If a deterministic component is present most of the results and the 
proofs remain unchanged. 
2. THE DENSENESS IN E OF THE CLASS OF PROCESSES WITH M = 1 
It will be shown first that the random processes with unit multiplicity are 
dense in the class of mean-square continuous processes, and then that the 
latter is dense in E. The first step in the proof is constructive and demonstrates 
the denseness by considering the “sample-and-hold” technique. The second step 
consists of direct use of measure theory results [15]. The first step follows as a 
specialization of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let E[x(t)]” < co, Vt, and x(t) be purely nondeterministic. Let 
the impulse responsefunction h(t, T) of a causal, linear system satisfy 
(i) h(t, t) # 0, Vt, 
(ii) smoothness and square integrability conditions to ensure that the output 
S(t) of the system to a sequence of samples x(t,) belong to C. 
Then the multiplicity of S(t) is equal to one. 
Proof. Assumption (ii), which is not restrictive for the purpose of this paper 
and which can be found in detail form in [12], is made to guarantee that the 
output k(t) which is given by 
a(t) = C h(t, Ti) x(T~), 
wF-3 
t E LO, Tl (2.1) 
and where (ri} is a linearly ordered set, has a multiplicity representation, and 
thus to bypass lengthy, unnecessary derivations and details. 
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. 
The sequence {x(T~)) is linearly equivalent; [2,3] to a “white noise” sequence 
In,}, that is E[ni2] = 1, and 
x(~~) = 1 c,,nj (2.2) 
j<i 
with 
H(x, i) = H(n, i) for every i (2.3) 
where H(*, ;) denotes the Hilbert space spanned by the random variables (.)i , 
j < i. Such a white noise can be formed by the Schmidt orthogonalization 
procedure, as done in [16, 171. 
In the following corollary the previous theorem is specialized to establish that 
a “sample-and-hold” version of any process in C has unit multiplicity regardless 
of the original value of the multiplicity of such a process. 
COROLLARY 1. Let x(t) E C. Suppose x(t) is sampled periodically at a fixed 
period f. Define S(t) as the “sample-and-hold” version of x(t), that is 
S(t) = x(m), nc < t < (n + 1)~ n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Then a(t) has multiplicity one. 
Proof. Obvious with 
h(t, T) = 1, t--E<T<& 
ZZ 0, elsewhere, 
which clearly satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. 1 
Next the denseness of unit multiplicity processes in the class of mean-square 
continuous processes will be established in a straightforward fashion in view of 
the above results. 
THEOREM 2. The class of unit multiplicity processes is dense in the class of 
mean-square continuous processes. 
Proof. First it should be repeated that denseness is conceived under the 
norm in L,(Q x T, dp x dt). By the previous results it follows that if x(t) 
is mean-square continuous, its sample-and-hold version S(t) has of course 
multiplicity one and, because of the uniform continuity in the closed interval 
[0, T], given 6 > 0 it is possible to determine a sampling period 6 small enough 
so that 
E[x(t) - a( < 6*/T 
and hence 
IIX -SII <a. 1 
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Let it be noted that only a “thin” subset of the unit multiplicity class o 
processes was used in the preceding constructive proof of the denseness. Thi: 
motivates the suspicion that this class may indeed be dense in broader classe: 
of processes. That this is the case will follow in the sequel. 
Also note that the above proof is for finite T. For infinite T the proof exploit: 
the square integrability of the process (i.e., the finite-energy property) in the 
obvious way by using the fact that given E > 0, there exists a finite T such that 
.L>T Gw2 & < E and by applying the same proof as above for the finite 
region T. 
The proof of the denseness in E will now be completed by demonstrating 
the denseness of mean-square continuous processes in E. 
THEOREM 3. The class of mean-square cuntinuous processes is dense in the 
space of finite-energy processes L,(SJ x T; dp x dt). 
Proof. The proof will pretty much follow standard measure and integration 
theory techniques and will be for the infinite T case to exemplify the previous 
comment on the matter. Let x E E; then x(t) has finite power (i.e., E[x(t)]” < m) 
for almost all t (Lebesgue measure). Thus for the L, norm used here one may 
assume finite power everywhere. Now, since x(t) is a measurable Hilbert space 
valued function of t, given E > 
also in E, such that 
where 
0 there exists [15] a continuous process xa(t), 
m = Lebesgue measure 
E[x(t) - xo(t)12 > e>. 
The complement of S, consists of a part S, of finite measure iV12 and of a part 
Sa which is the set where E[x(t)12 itself is very small. There E[xO(t)12 is also 
comparably small and so is E[x(t) - x,(t)12, to the extent that 
s E[x(t) - xo(t)12 dt < E. sa 
This follows [15] from the finite trace assumption on x(t). Again by [15] it 
follows that the integral over S, is also arbitrarily small by adjusting the E’S 
appropriately. On the remainder denoted by Sa , where E[x(t) - +,(t)]z is less 
than E, the integral is less than E . M, . Thus the norm 11 x - x,, 11 can be made 
arbitrarily small and the denseness in E is established. 1 
It is also possible to show similarly denseness of the class of sample function con- 
tinuous processes in E under the same norm using the same procedures in reverse 
order. It is straightforward then to show [18] that the unit multiplicity processes 
are dense in the above class by just observing that given a process in E with con- 
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tinuous sample functions its sample-and-hold version, which, as shown, has 
multiplicity one, can be made to lie arbitrarily close to it in the E-norm. How- 
ever, some labor is required due to the possibly nonuniform in C! continuity 
of x(t). 
3. A SPECIAL CASE 
In the preceding section it was shown how the sample-and-hold version of an 
arbitrary finite trace random process can approximate that process by sampling 
adequately fast. The idea presented so far was really motivated by a consequence 
of the properties of the innovations representation [19-211 which are valid only 
for a subclass of E. The way that denseness of unit multiplicity processes is 
established in that subclass is interesting in that it offers an alternate constructive 
procedure, and in that it offers more insight into the nature of multiplicity and 
captures the essence of this denseness. The fact that this procedure is not applic- 
able presently to the entire class E appears to be due to the lack of available 
wider versions of the innovations results rather than due to conceptual differ- 
ences and limitations. 
In particular consider x E E with the added requirement that it be mean-square 
absolutely continuous with its mean-square derivative x’ belonging to E as well. 
The parameter set may be infinite. First the following lemma will be shown. 
LEMMA. The multiplicities of x and x’ as dejned above are equal. 
Proof. Under the assumption of absolute continuity of x it is true [15] that 
x(t) = Jot x’(s) ds. 
The assumption of purely nondeterministic processes implies that x(0) = 0. 
The lower limit of the integral in Eq. (3.1) might as well be -co. It is then 
evident that 
H(x, t) c H(x’, t), Vt (3.2) 
where H(*, t) denotes the Hilbert space spanned by the variables e(s), s < t. 
Furthermire, since x’(t) = l.i.m.,,,(x(t) - x(t - c))/c it follows that 
H(x’, t) c H(x, t), vt. (3.3) 
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) imply that 
H(x, t) = H(x’, t), Vt 
and hence, that the multiplicities of the two processes are equal. 1 
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Let w(t) be a process with orthogonal increments in B, orthogonal to .v(t), 
and such that 
E[w(t)]2 == 2(t) 
where u(t) is a continuous function satisfying 
i 
. T  
u2(t) dt < c (3.4) 
0 
for a given E > 0, and T possibly infinite. In other words w(t) is a “small” 
process with orthogonal increments. The process E(t) 
a(t) = x(t) t w(t) = J-St x’(s) ds + w(t) 
has finite energy as well, and it obeys 
/( x - f  !j = // w (1 = Jo= u2(t) dt < E. 
However, regardless of the common value of the multiplicities of x and x’ it 
is known [I] that $ is equivalent to some process with orthogonal increments’ 
and that, hence, it has multiplicity one. This result was originally known to 
be true under more stringent conditions and in particular for w(t) a Wiener 
process (which would preclude the validity of Eq. (3.4) for infinite T) as well 
as Gaussian x and x’. The reason for that was that the equivalence of k to a 
Wiener process was derived in the sense of equivalent a-fields. For the equiva- 
lence of the linear spans of the two processes, however, one only needs finite 
energy of x’ as was shown by Rosanov [I]. 
Thus the following theorem was proved. 
THEOREM 3. The class of unit multiplicity processes is dense in the class of 
mean-square absolutely continuous processes in E. 
Obviously this theorem does not add anything to the previous theorems, 
except that it demonstrates the denseness via an alternate route amounting to 
showing that the perturbation of a process of arbitrary multiplicity by additive 
“white noise” of arbitrarily “small” magnitude reduced the value of the multi- 
plicity to unity. 
4. APPLICATION 
In various communication problems, such as source encoding, quantizing, 
sampling, and in general processing random waveforms through digital equip- 
ment the observed or the signal process is usually sampled and then processed 
1 Equivalence in the sense of equal o-fields or equal linear spans generated by the pasts 
of the two processes. 
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to yield a discrete-time version of a desired quantity (typically a functional of 
the data; for example, an estimate of the signal). The latter is often filtered to 
produce ideally the continuous-time version of that quantity. It is well known 
that such a procedure fails to achieve complete accuracy due to errors generated 
by sampling and quantizing. Most of these errors have been studied [22-251 
and analyzed and have been attributed to identified sources such as jitter, 
aliasing, etc. 
As Cramer has pointed out [8, 93 a discrete-time process has always unit 
multiplicity, while a continuous-time process, even if it is well behaved in terms 
of smoothness properties of its sample functions and its second-order statistics, 
may have arbitrary multiplicity. He has suggested that, therefore, care must be 
exercised in approximating continuous-time quantities with discrete-time data, 
since the multiplicity discrepancy may represent an additional source of error. 
It is evident from the discussion so far, that this should not be the case if, as 
it is commonly done, the mean-squared error is employed as a fidelity criterion. 
In this section it will be shown that, for a large class of acceptable processing 
transformations and for the case of integrated mean-square error as a figure 
of merit, the discrepancy in multiplicity values before and after digitizing does 
not contribute any additional amount of error. It should be pointed out that the 
suspicion for a separate multiplicity error is generated by the possibility that 
the reconstructed continuous-time version does not recapture the original value 
of the multiplicity, as indicated for example by Theorem 1. The case of the 
mean-square error alone as a criterion (rather than its integral) as well as the 
case of more general processing schemes will be subject of a future paper. 
Let x(t) be a random process that undergoes sampling, processing, and 
reconstruction. It will be assumed that x E E. The output process y(t) can be 
written as 
Y = F(x) 
where F represents a general, possibly time-varying, nonlinear transformation 
with memory, like y(t) = F@(s); s < t, t). It will be assumed that F is con- 
tinuous in the sense that 
in the L&2 x T; dp x dt) norm. Such a transformation can model accurately 
most sampling-estimation-reconstruction schemes used in practice. It may 
not be accurate for some elaborate source coding schemes of the predictive 
type [26, 271. Of course it is further assumed that F maps into the same L, . 
Let the multiplicity M, of the incoming process be strictly greater than one, 
while M, = 1. (If instead it were only assumed that M, # M, a triangular 
inequality type of approach would reduce the study of the problem to be 
present one.) As shown before there exists a process !Z with Mi = 1 such that 
II x - 2 (I < c. 
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Designate the output ofF to .C by j. Then 
and 
y :z F(x) 
j = F(2). 
By the assumed continuity ofF, it is clear that 
Ily-$ji+O as i’s-.Gpil+O. 
However, it is true that 
Therefore as x is approximated by 4 that has unit multiplicity, the right-hand 
side of the above inequality goes to zero, and consequently the difference 
between the errors // y - x /I and /j 9 - P I[ is vanishing. Note that I/y - x // 
represents the integrated mean-square error for the actual state of affairs and 
therefore would include any amount of additional error due to multiplicity 
discrepancy. The error [j j - ,C 11 represents the hypothetical situation of 
processing 2 through F. If F is of the sampling and reconstruction type, then, 
as shown for example in Theorem 1, Mj = 1 also. If not, then a new9 can be 
found that has unit multiplicity and is essentially equal to the previous i as 
implied by the denseness properties established in the previous sections. Thus 
the error 119 - LG )J does not contain a component solely due to multiplicity 
discrepancy. Since the two errors can be made essentially equal it follows that 
the change in multiplicity introduced by F has a vanishing effect in the overall 
error. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The present understanding of the nature of the multiplicity M of a random 
process is rather incomplete. It is not clear what the consequences of the value 
of M are in terms of the behavior of the process. It is known of course that it 
involves only second-order properties, and that the autocovariance function 
is the only quantity determining the multiplicity value. In this paper it was 
shown that in terms of standard L,-type of metric a random process can be 
thought of as having unit multiplicity. It still appears interesting to look at the 
L,(Q, dp) metric and show denseness with respect to that metric. At least for 
the special case treated earlier and concerning mean-square differentiable 
processes this appears to be true. 
The application of the multiplicity representation to problems of engineering 
concern has been suspected all along and recently it has been demonstrated in 
a number of cases. In this paper it was shown that for suitably well-behaved 
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modes of signal processing the act of digitizing and reconstructing that may 
affect the multiplicities of the waveforms, does not introduce significant additional 
error. 
Finally the use of recent innovations results in establishing the denseness 
property of unit multiplicity processes has emphasized the relationship of the 
prewhitening of a process to the value of its multiplicity, and the mechanism 
that governs this relationship. 
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